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“Your spies were right, master, the Lycans have moved 
through the night and stand before the Elven gates even 
now,” Thengrel said, his face tightening. “The reports 
from my scouts appear to have been… misinformed.”
“Ha, as I have oft said, one should never place too much 
faith in mercenaries!” Vala scoffed, looking down at 
her diminutive ally with a mixture of arrogance and 
amusement. “Master,” she continued, “give me the order 
and I will unleash my company upon them!”
Thengrel’s features hardened further as he glared up at 
the beautiful thief before him, but Shadrack ignored 
them both as he looked out into the uneasy night, reft 
as it was with the sounds of a battle joined not too far 
distant.
“No,” he said at last, “not yet. Prepare your troops and 
pass the word to the others, we will strike only once we 
know which will triumph.”
“Yes m’lord,” Vala and Thengrel responded, almost as 
one, their rivalry forgotten at the prospect of at last 
coming to quarters with their long-time foes.
“And Thengrel,” the Guildmaster said softly as his 
captains turned from him in the dark, “ensure that your 
hirelings take their rightful place in our vanguard. My 
spies also tell me that they have… entertained offers 
from Fangrist, lord of the Werewolves. I would unite 
them with their ill-gotten gold sooner rather than late.”
Thengrel chuckled darkly as he vanished into the gloom, 
“As you command, my liege.”

To BattleFinal War is a turn-based tactical card game for 2 to 4 players, 
set in the magical world of Gloren.
An uneasy truce on Gloren has ended, descending it into 
chaos as Warlords from different races vie for an orb of 
immense power, the Gem of Making.

Each player is one of these Warlords and controls a 50-card 
Player Deck that represents their forces, composed of heroes, 
units, items and other cards that are used throughout the 
game.
A Fate Deck moderates play and is accessed by all players 
during the game, with 12-sided dice being used to determine 
success or failure. 

To win the game all opposing Warlords must be eliminated.
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COMPONENTS

Artist DAne MADgwick  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty LtD  wer028A

chaotic were

• Attack Twice
• Lycanthropy (1-9) 
 Roll 1-9 when Fangrist slays an enemy in Melee, to raise them   
 as a Chaotic Were and add them to your army (Warlords, Demon,  
 Elemental, Ethereal and Undead immune). Restore to full Health,   
 remove cards and join a combatant column if possible (or join
 vacant column, discard otherwise).
• +1 PR to Werewolf or Were Unit

7 4WARLORD
Fangrist the terrible

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  Wer022A

chaoticwereheroic

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)       
• Fear (up to PR-1) 
• Poison (up to PR7) 
• Plague Bearer 
 Enemy Pestilence rolls made at a 2 penalty.
• +1 PR to Werewolf or Were Unit                                                                                                                                      

9 3HERO
Darkling

TCG Rule Book Ability Guide

7 12-Sided Dice

3 Game Boards

50-Card Werewolf 
Player Deck

Werewolf Warlord Card

80 Health
Tokens

16 Healing
Tokens

8 Dark Healing 
Tokens

6 Paralyze 
Markers

6 Undead 
Markers

10 Item 
Charge Tokens

12 Roaming 
Card Markers

6 Were 
Markers

6 Poisoned 
Markers

45 Action
Markers

10 First Strike 20 Normal 15 Attack Last

15 PR Bonus 
Markers

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF052A

good

• First Strike
• Attack Twice
• Ranged Attack
• Immune to: Reprisal
• Void a Skirmish or Battle
 Tharas may void one Skirmish or Battle card per game, after the   
 declaration of combatants (this does not count as a victory to   
 either side).
• +1 PR to Elf Unit

MEVENEMC

7 3WARLORD
Tharas The ForesT Lord

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF056A

neutralelementalheroic

• Attack Last
• Vulnerable to Fire (take double)
• Camouflage Roll 2 dice for Initiative
• Double Damage (Triple Damage vs Chaotic)
• Crush Fortification
• Immune to:          Spells, Fear, Mortal TerrorMM

9 5UNIT
treants

50-Card Elf
Player Deck

Elf Warlord Card

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  GUi054A

neutral

• First Strike 
• Attack Thrice in 1st Round
• Steal Enemy Item (1/combat, 1-9) 
 Roll 1-9 to steal an enemy Item (only action that round). 
• Mastery (vs each Bandit, 1-4)
 Roll 1-4 before Initiative to acquire each Bandit encountered.        
 Shadrack must be a combatant to make the attempt (this does
 not count as a victory over the Bandit).  
• +1 PR to Guildmaster or Bandit Unit

6 3WARLORD
Shadrack the unSeen

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Gui030A

neutralheroic

• Melee/Spell
  Melee and/or cast a Spell in the same round.  
• Reflect Spell (1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 to reflect any harmful Spell cast at the
 Keepers or their column back at the caster.             
• Healing (2/combat)

HMEVENEMC

8 3UNIT
Keepers of secrets

Guildmaster Warlord Card 50-Card Guildmaster 
Player Deck

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt026A

chaotic2VICTORY

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)
• Vulnerable to Fire & Acid (take double)
• Restricted Healing
• Attack Twice
• Regenerate Heal at End of Round, unless taking 
     Poison, Fire or Acid damage in this combat.

9 4WANDERING MONSTER
Giant trolls

54-Card
Fate Deck
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SECTION I: SETUP

WAYS TO PLAY

Type of Game Fate Deck 2-player Duration 3-player Duration 4-player Duration^

Quick Kill 12 cards  10-20 minutes  15-30 minutes  20-30 minutes

Quest*  25 cards  20-40 minutes  30-60 minutes  40-60 minutes

Campaign* 50 cards** 40-90 minutes  60-120 minutes  60-120 minutes

* Refer to Section VII, page 26, for details on Quest and Campaign setup and gameplay.
** Plus the Mid-Deck Card. Alliance and Break Alliance cards are also added for a 3-player game.
^ Requires a second Onslaught Starter Set. Alliance, Late Alliance and 2 Break Alliance cards are added for a  
 4-player game, other than in team play.

There are several ways to play Final War, based on the 
number of players and the size of the Fate Deck.

STEP 1 
WARLORD SELECTION
Each player chooses one of the 3 Warlords (Werewolf, Elf or 
Guildmaster) and takes the corresponding Player Deck and 
Game Board.

The Game Board is used to layout a player's army.
Lay the boards out so that they are touching each other, with 
players opposite one another in a 2-player game.

In a 3-player game, the boards are laid out with two players 
facing one another and the third on one end. 

STEP 2 
PLACE WARLORD
Each player places their Warlord card in the middle position 
of their board.

STEP 3 

Each player shuffles their Player Deck and places it on the 
Player Deck area to the left of their Game Board.
The opponent may cut the deck if desired.

SHUFFLE & PLACE PLAYER DECK

There are 3 Warlords in this starter set, one Good, one 
Neutral and one Chaotic. 
Upcoming expansions add further Warlords, including the 
Wizard, Witch and Necromancer in the Arcane Expansion 
Set, and the Knight, Dwarf and Orc in the Carnage 
Expansion Set.

We recommend that new players start with a 2-player 
Quick Kill session!

QUICK KILL SETUP

Quick Kill and Quest games are designed to be played as a 'Best of 3 Games' contest.

The Fate Deck is shuffled at the start of each game, but Player Decks are only shuffled at the start of the first game.
At the end of each game, hands are discarded and the game boards are cleared, which means that it's 
important to have a balanced deck.
It's no good drawing out all of your best cards in the first game if it means you win the battle, but lose the war!

BEST OF 3 GAMES
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STEP 4

Use only the following 12 cards to form the Quick Kill Fate Deck:
FORM THE FATE DECK

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt007A

• Shatter an Item
 Instantly break an Item equipped by a Hero or   
 Warlord. 
	  May play on a combat you are not involved in.

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT
OR END OF ROUND

EVENT
Break Item

Break Item

These 12 cards are used in all 2, 3 and 4-player Quick Kill games. 

STEP 5

Shuffle the Fate Deck until one of the “Add to Hand” cards is 
the topmost card (as indicated by the icon on the card back):

SHUFFLE & PLACE FATE DECK

Place the Fate Deck in the Common Area on the space 
adjoining the Game Boards.

STEP 6

If this is a 2-player game, each player now draws 8 cards from 
the top of  their Player Deck (without revealing them to the 
other player). See below for 3 and 4-player games.

DRAW STARTING CARDS

8 cards usually provides you with at least a couple of Units and Heroes at the start of a 2-player Quick Kill game. 
Other Final War modes increase lethality by reducing the initial number of cards drawn!

Type of Game Player Deck 2 Players 3 Players 4 Players
Quick Kill Cards Drawn: 8 6 6
Quest Cards Drawn: 6 5 5
Campaign Cards Drawn: 4 4 4

Artist simon ryder  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty Ltd  FAt002A

• Turn a miss into a hit
     Turn a failed Melee or Ranged attack into an instant  
 hit (this may be used on a natural "12"), then re-roll  
 for chance of a Critical Hit.
 	May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
AutomAtic Hit

Automatic Hit

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt012A

• Turn an attack roll into a “1”
 Play after a creature makes their Melee or Ranged  
 attacks, converting the worst die roll into a natural
 “1”. This can be used to adjust a roll of “12”. 	
	   May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
CritiCal Hit

Critical Hit

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt033A

chaoticbandit2VICTORY

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)        
• Attack Twice               
• Hit Column                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                    

8 4BANDIT UNIT
Marauders

Marauders

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt034A

chaotic2VICTORY

• Triple Damage

8 4WANDERING MONSTER
Minotaurs

Minotaurs

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt027A

chaotic2VICTORY

• Turn to Stone
 A damaging attack by the Gorgons instantly slays the  
 victim. Ethereal creatures and those of a higher PR  
 than the Gorgons are immune. 

8 3WANDERING MONSTER
GorGons

Gorgons

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt043A

2victory

• 1 column vs 1 column!
 Each player selects 1 column in their army to do
 battle. Neither side may choose their Warlord
 column unless no other option exists. The player
 that did not draw the Skirmish chooses first. 

INSTANT

COMBAT
SKirMiSH!

Skirmish

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt026A

chaotic2VICTORY

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)
• Vulnerable to Fire & Acid (take double)
• Restricted Healing
• Attack Twice
• Regenerate Heal at End of Round, unless taking 
     Poison, Fire or Acid damage in this combat.

9 4WANDERING MONSTER
Giant trolls

Giant Trolls

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt020A

• Army vs Army!
 The time has come to battle to the death! 
 All armies enter the fray, from which only one
 will emerge!

INSTANT

COMBAT
FINAL WAR!

Final War

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt048A

neutralbandit

• Vulnerable to Fire (take x2 Fire Damage)
• Ranged Attack 
• Immune to: Reprisal
• Counter Fortifications 
 Fortifications are powerless against The Besiegers’  
 army (including immunities conferred by a Fort). 

7 4MERCENARY UNIT
the besiegers

The Besiegers

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd FAt016A

• Double Melee or Ranged damage
 Play upon a Melee or Ranged hit, to double the
 damage inflicted by the attack (cannot be played
 on a Critical Hit, or in conjunction with Double
 Damage or Triple Damage abilities).
	  May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Double Damage

Double Damage

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt041A

chaoticbandit

• Double Damage in 1st Round
• Raise Dead (1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 upon slaying an enemy in Melee, to raise as 
 a Chaotic Undead (see Ability Guide). 
• Dark Healing (1/combat)
• +1 PR to Shengra’s Unit

DMMEVENEMC

7 5MERCENARY HERO
Shengra the inSane

Shengra the Insane

Look for 1 segment 
in the Fate Deck 
Indicators located in 
the middle of these 
cards (the Indicators 
help when sorting the 
Fate Deck).

FATE DECK INDICATOR
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STEP 7

Each player may lay down Hero, Unit, Fortification and Item 
cards, if they have drawn any from their Player Deck, into 
columns on their Game Board.

Players do not have to deploy any or all such cards, which 
may alternately be retained in hand.

FORM AN ARMY (optional) HINT
It’s often a good idea to deploy everything you can, as soon 
as you can, when playing a Quick Kill game, unless you 
pick up cards that allow you to reinforce mid-combat.
Take care when laying out your army. Once Initiative is 
rolled to start the game no cards can be moved from where 
they have been placed!

EXAMPLE ARMY LAYOUT ON THE GAMEBOARD

Units may be placed in any of the 5 positions in 
the front row of the player’s army.
Heroes may be placed in any of the 4 positions in 
the middle row adjoining the Warlord.
Fortifications may be placed in any of the 5 
positions in the rear row, as long as there is a Unit, 
Hero or Warlord in the column.

HINTHINT
Having a Unit and a Hero/Warlord in the same column 
provides a combat advantage, particularly where the 
creatures are of the same race (such as an Elf Unit with 
an Elf Warlord).
However, it’s also dangerous to put all your eggs in 
one basket. Having an expendable Unit or Hero in a 
column by itself is a sound strategy, in case you run into 
something too big to handle!

You are allowed to have gaps in your army (where a 
vacant column lies in between your Warlord column and 
an outlying column).
This can prove useful when you come up against an 
enemy that has Spells or Items that can hit adjacent 
columns, but also forfeits the benefits of some defensive 
cards that can protect adjoining columns.

Items may be equipped by Warlords and Heroes.
Items are placed face down on the Warlord or the 
Hero, unless otherwise stated. 
A maximum of 2 Items may be placed on each 
Warlord or Hero (overlapping the card on a slant). 
Items are revealed once the character that bears 
them is placed into combat.
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STEP 8

Place green Health Tokens on your Warlord, Hero and Unit 
cards.

The number shown in upper right of each of these cards is the 
character or creature’s Health. Stack the indicated number of 
Health Tokens on top of this Health number. 

PLACE HEALTH TOKENS 
STEP 9

Initiative decides which player goes first.
Play proceeds in alternating turns, but the player going first 
has the advantage of knowing that they will pick up an Add to 
Hand card straight away.

Each player takes one 12-sided die and rolls it, with the lowest 
roller winning. Ties are rerolled until there is a result.

ROLL FOR INITIATIVE & START THE 
GAME!

In Final War, lower rolls are 
better! 
Rolling a “1” is a cause for 
celebration on your part, often 
accompanied by groans from 
your opponent!

DICE ROLLS

“We will have them soon enough,” Magaar grunted, “their 
magic delays us, but already the outer wall crumbles!”
The hulking werewolf before him did not respond, his eyes 
transfixed on the battle raging before him.
“My lord, we would do better to replace Magaar’s cretins 
with my stalkers,” a voice from the darkness growled. 
Magaar turned with a snarl, giving not an inch as the 
mighty form of Render slunk slowly forward.
“My forces have pushed the fetid Elfkin back while yours 
have done… what, exactly?” 
Render laughed evilly, “Indeed, I commend your rats, 
they are most amusing as they scurry forward to be 
slaughtered. But this is not one of your sneak attacks… 
now is the time for the true warriors to take the field!” 

Assault
“Enough,” the grim Warlord muttered, as Magaar and 
Render looked to come to blows.
“I agree with Render,” he said slowly, prompting a gloating 
grunt and a bark of derision behind him.
“The time has indeed come for the true warriors to join the 
battle,” Fangrist continued, “and so send word to Darkling. 
Tell him my command is to unleash his Bloodfiends at 
once.”
Magaar quietly chortled as Render saluted Fangrist in 
stifled protest.
“This will be over before the dawn,” Fangrist said, impassive 
as he watched the burning walls of the towering Elf citadel. 
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SECTION II: PLay SEQUENCE

Each player completes their turn in the following sequence, 
before play moves on to the opponent’s turn.

STEP 1 
PLAYER DECK DRAW 
The player draws the topmost card from their Player Deck.
Note that the player may optionally play cards that are marked 
“Start of Turn” from their hand, before or after drawing from 
their Player Deck (refer to “Timing” in Section V below).

STEP 2 
DEPLOY

The player draws the topmost card from the Fate Deck.
 ◆ If the card has a gold “Add to Hand” icon, it is placed  
  into the player’s hand and is not revealed to the  
  opponent.
 ◆ If the card has a red “Instant” icon, it is turned over  
  and placed alongside the Fate Deck for all players to  
  see.
RESOLVE INSTANT CARDS
Resolve any “Instant” Fate Deck card action that has been  
revealed.
In a Quick Kill game, there are five types of Fate Deck cards  
that require resolution:
 1. “Instant” Events
 2. Mercenaries
 3. Wandering Monsters
 4. Bandits
 5. Combat 
Refer to Section IV, The Fate Deck Draw, for details.

STEP 3 
FATE DECK DRAW

The player has the option to lay down Hero, Unit, Item and 
Fortification cards from their hand, including the card just 
drawn.

STEP 4 

The player again has the option to lay down Hero, Unit, Item 
and Fortification cards from their hand.
The player may also optionally play any “End of Turn” cards 
they have in their hand or have deployed in their army. 
Play then proceeds in the same sequence for the opponent’s 
turn (proceeding in clockwise order in a 3 or 4-player game).

END OF TURN

HINT
Read through the text description on any Power cards drawn.
Some may be played at the start of your turn, to provide 
advantages such as drawing extra Player Deck cards.

A roar went up from the Lycan army as the flames that 
wreathed the living walls of the Elven city at last broke 
through.
The timbers shuddered and fell with a thunderous cry, 
echoed by the werewolf horde flooding forward into the 
citadel.
Tharas watched from above as the first waves of the 
enemy made it no further than the remnants of the outer 
wall, struck down by a shower of arrows from his kin. 
He made a motion and the herald at his side sounded 
a strange lilting melody on his stag-horn, its tune 
resonating above the sounds of battle.
In answer to the tune, the woodland surrounding the 
fortress rumbled and quivered, as if shaking itself awake 
after a long slumber.
The enemy host hesitated, the pace of their assault 
slackening as the ground quaked beneath them.
The Elf Warlord permitted himself a slight smile as he 
saw a huge werewolf hero exhorting his troops to attack, 
only to be plucked from the ground and crushed by the 
limbs of a gigantic oak… the forest had come alive to aid 
their sylvan allies. 
“Victory will yet be ours,” Anathalon said, moving 
forward to stand beside her king.
“Perhaps,” Tharas replied, “but the lycans are not 
defeated yet, and we know little of the Guildmaster and 
his army.”
“Let them come, my lord,” the huntress laughed grimly, 
“we have naught to fear in the forest.”
“Yes, ‘tis true,” Tharas murmured to himself, “but what 
if we must hunt them beyond our lands? I am compelled 
to this task, a quest I did not want and one that I cannot 
refuse. Win or lose I will curse the day this war came 
upon us.”

BESIEGED!

If a player draws an illegal card from their deck (such as 
a card from a race that they are not entitled to include 
in their Player Deck), the card is immediately discarded 
and no replacement card is drawn.
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SECTION III: PLAYER CARDS

The Warlords are among the 
most powerful characters in 
the game, and as the leader of 
the army, they are the most 
important.

1. The Warlord

A player loses the game as 
soon as their Warlord is slain, 
even if they still have Units 
and Heroes left standing!

Elf
Tharas, the lord of the proud Elven folk, 
is skilled in both magic and lore. 
The Elf leads an army that is highly adept 
in the way of the bow and the blade, and 
can call upon powerful allies from the 
ancient forests when in need.

Guildmaster
Cunning and stealthy, Shadrack the 
Unseen is one of the few that can unite 
the bands of rogues and vagabonds that 
stalk the night. What the Guildmaster 
does not steal or enslave is surely not of 
value.

Werewolf
The mighty Fangrist commands the 
darker shapeshifters under his banner, 
delighting in the horror he unleashes 
upon his hapless foes. Many of the 
enemies he slays will rise up and join 
his ranks, cursed to be lycanthropes and 
serve him forevermore.

Warlords are immune to 
many types of attacks and 
powers, including Enthral, 
Pestilence, Fear and Mortal 
Terror.
Warlords cannot be directly 
targeted by most enemy 
attacks until their army has 
been slain. 

2. Heroes
Heroes are potent warriors, spell casters 
or creatures that have pledged allegiance 
to a Warlord. 
They provide leadership and bonuses to 
lesser units under their command.

3. Units
Units are the rank and file that serve a 
Warlord.
They range in power from mediocre to 
monstrous, and form the front line of the 
army.

4. Fortifications
Fortifications are strongholds that 
protect a single column.  They impose 
penalties on attacks made against the 
creatures in that column. Artist DAne MADgwick  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty LtD  gUi021A

uncommon

• Defense (-1)
   1 penalty on 
   Melee/Ranged   
   rolls against 
   this column. 

• Withdraw 
   End of Round,  
 when on the  
 Warlord column  
 only, discard to  
 flee combat. 

-1 FORTIFICATION
Guild House

5. Powers
Powers may be played to gain advantages 
for one combat, or to produce an instant 
one-off effect, including interfering with 
opponents. Only one 'Ongoing' Power 
may be placed on any combatant at a 
time.

6. Spells
Spells may be used to enhance a player’s 
army or devastate enemy forces. 
Unlike Powers, some Spells last for an 
entire game, rather than just one combat.
Only one 'Ongoing' Spell may be placed 
on a character or creature at a time.

7. Items
Items of various types may be equipped 
by Warlords and Heroes, conferring 
bonuses once they are equipped.
An optional rule prohibits more than 
one of the same type of Item from being 
equipped by a character.

8. Gold
Gold is used to hire Mercenaries from the 
Fate Deck. 
Mercenary Units may be hired with any 
gold card, while Heroes require a card of 
at least 2,000 gold in value.

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  Wer022A

chaoticwereheroic

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)       
• Fear (up to PR-1) 
• Poison (up to PR7) 
• Plague Bearer 
 Enemy Pestilence rolls made at a 2 penalty.
• +1 PR to Werewolf or Were Unit                                                                                                                                      

9 3HERO
Darkling

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF056A

neutralelementalheroic

• Attack Last
• Vulnerable to Fire (take double)
• Camouflage Roll 2 dice for Initiative
• Double Damage (Triple Damage vs Chaotic)
• Crush Fortification
• Immune to:          Spells, Fear, Mortal TerrorMM

9 5UNIT
treants

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  eLF043A

  ongoing ( 1 combat )rare

• Chaotic attack at -4 
 Play on a Good combatant, enhancing them for one  
 combat. Melee and Ranged attacks from Chaotic  
 creatures incur a 4 point penalty to hit the recipient.

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT

-4 POWER
Protection

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF039A

ongoingcommon

• +1 PR
• +1 Health
 Enhance one of your combatants, increasing the 
 target’s Health by 1 and PR by 1. Discard after the  
	 recipient	suffers	a	point	of	damage.

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT

+1
H

+1SPELL
nature’s gift

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Wer007A

weaponvery rare

• +1 PR, +1 Health & Energy Drain
• Restricted Healing 
 Boost PR by 1 & Health by 1 (can be healed).  
 Gain Energy Drain (heal to full on damaging hit in  
 Melee, except on Conjured or Undead. Refer to  
 Ability Guide).

+1

+1 ITEM
Blood axe

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Gui001A

GOLD

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF052A

good

• First Strike
• Attack Twice
• Ranged Attack
• Immune to: Reprisal
• Void a Skirmish or Battle
 Tharas may void one Skirmish or Battle card per game, after the   
 declaration of combatants (this does not count as a victory to   
 either side).
• +1 PR to Elf Unit

MEVENEMC

7 3WARLORD
Tharas The ForesT Lord
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1. POWER RATING ("PR")
A character or creature’s PR indicates their attack strength.
PR can be modified by some Abilities, Items, Spells and Powers.

PR is the number that needs to be thrown (or less) on a 
12-sided die in order to score a hit on an enemy, when 
in combat.
Higher PR values are found on rarer Heroes and Units, 
and range up to PR 11, but even with a high PR there is 
always a chance to miss. 
Any throw of a “12” on an attack die is an automatic 
miss, irrespective of the attacker’s PR. A natural "12" 
cannot be adjusted by most Powers, Items or Spells.

3. HEALTH
Health indicates how much damage a character or creature 
can absorb before being slain.

4. SPELL FIELDS
Spell casting icons show the different forms of magic that a 
character may cast. 
Refer to Cards: Spells on page 11 for more details.

Guildmaster

If a Hero or Warlord is commanding (in the same column) 
a Unit of the same race as themselves, they confer a PR 
bonus to the Unit (e.g.: an Elf Hero or Warlord will confer 
bonuses to any Elf Unit that they command). 

The bonus applied is normally +1 to Unit PR, and is stated 
on the Hero or Warlord card in the ability section. Place a 
PR Marker alongside the Unit PR.
The Guildmaster and his Heroes also provide a bonus to 
Bandit Units. 
The Werewolf and his Heroes also provide a bonus to any 
Were Unit.
Mercenary Heroes provide a bonus to any Unit.

HERO/WARLORD BONUS TO 
UNIT POWER RATING 

Artist Louis Green  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty Ltd  Gui002A

neutraluncommon

• Spell Immunity (1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 to resist any harmful Spell striking Al-Truuth’s  
 column.   
• Healing (1/combat)
• +1 PR to Guildmaster or Bandit Unit                                                                                                                                      

HMEVENEMC

5 3HERO
al-truuth

Warlords, Heroes, Units, Mercenaries, Bandits and Wandering 
Monsters all have the following card layout elements:

WARLORD, HERO & UNIT CARD
LAYOUTS

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF052A

good

• First Strike
• Attack Twice
• Ranged Attack
• Immune to: Reprisal
• Void a Skirmish or Battle
 Tharas may void one Skirmish or Battle card per game, after the   
 declaration of combatants (this does not count as a victory to   
 either side).
• +1 PR to Elf Unit

MEVENEMC

7 3WARLORD
Tharas The ForesT Lord

5. Race Icon
Race icons are used to mark cards belonging to the three 
Warlords, or to identify Wandering Monsters, Bandits and 
Mercenaries from the Fate Deck.

2. TITLE & TYPE
This shows the card type (for example, “Warlord”) and the 
name of the character or creature.

Elf

Wandering Monster

Werewolf

Mercenaries

Bandit

Cards displaying a "Generic" Race Icon are 
available to all races. These cards include 
Items, Spells and Powers.
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6. MAJOR ABILITY STARS
Certain Abilities in the game are referred to as “Major Abilities”. 
There is a restriction on the number of Major Abilities a single 
creature may possess (either inherently or temporarily). Warlords, 
Legendary and Elder Heroes and Units all have 3 star fields, as do 
some Wandering Monsters. All other creatures have 2.
Major Abilities that a creature already has are indicated by the 
filled (gold) stars on the card. Blank stars may be filled by Items, 
Power and Spells that confer Major Abilities (displayed as stars on 
the Item, Power or Spell card).

10. RARITY
Final War uses a card rarity system, with rarer cards being 
more powerful than those that are easier to acquire. Booster 
Packs allow players to enhance their Player Decks.
Rarity ratings are:

 ◆ Common
 ◆ Uncommon
 ◆ Rare
 ◆ Very Rare
 ◆ Heroic
 ◆ Legendary
 ◆ Elder

HINT
Rarity is a good indicator of the relative power of a 
card, but even the most common card can be useful 
for particular strategies. “Cannon Fodder” is an ability 
found on some of the weakest cards, but it can throw 
an enemy attack in disarray by forcing them to target a 
much weaker creature first.

9. Abilities
A creature’s abilities are displayed in the description field.
A short description may be included in this field, but for the 
full ability description refer to the “Ability Guide”.

11. SPECIAL BODY TYPE
Special Body Types provide defensive bonuses.
If the creature has a Special Body Type it is shown at the base 
of the card. If there is nothing displayed in the field then the 
creature is a normal body type.
Special Body Types are: Conjured, Demon, Dragon, 
Elemental, Ethereal, Undead and Were.

Where there is a discrepancy between the text on a 
card and the Ability Guide, the Ability Guide takes 
priority.

7. ALIGNMENT
All characters and creatures in the game accord to one of 
three Alignments: Good, Neutral or Chaotic.

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF056A

neutralelementalheroic

• Attack Last
• Vulnerable to Fire (take double)
• Camouflage Roll 2 dice for Initiative
• Double Damage (Triple Damage vs Chaotic)
• Crush Fortification
• Immune to:          Spells, Fear, Mortal TerrorMM

9 5UNIT
treants

8. WEAKNESSES
Weaknesses are shown in red in the description field.
They can include modifiers that make the creature easier to 
strike in combat, Attack Last, Fearful and Vulnerabilities.
They are described in detail in the “Ability Guide”.

Good Neutral Chaotic
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SPELLS

12. SPELL FIELD

Powerful magic in the form of Spells may be used by various 
characters and creatures in the game.
Spells have diverse effects and are separated into 7 types of 
magic, called Spell Fields:

Conjuration Spells create illusions that can 
confuse and even destroy an enemy.

Elemental Magic Spells call upon the forces of 
nature to come to the aid of the caster.

Enchantment Spells can enhance an ally or 
inflict terrible curses on an adversary.

Evocation Spells summon mystic energies that 
can smash foes or counter enemy magic.

Mentalism Spells provide psychic protection, or 
may be used to strike at an opponent’s mind.

Death Magic Spells harness dark power to 
defend the Chaotic and slay their enemies.

Healing Spells use divine power to cure and 
heal, as well as to devastate evildoers.

Only Neutral and Good creatures may have Healing. 
Only Chaotic creatures may have Death Magic.

Spell cards are laid out with a title & type field as described 
above (2), as well as race icons (5) and rarity (10). 

The Spell Field icon is shown in this zone. Spell casters must 
have the corresponding Spell Field casting ability to be able to 
cast a Spell.

13. BONUSES & PENALTIES
These cards may confer any of the following bonuses or 
penalties, which will be displayed in this zone:

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF039A

ongoingcommon

• +1 PR
• +1 Health
 Enhance one of your combatants, increasing the 
 target’s Health by 1 and PR by 1. Discard after the  
	 recipient	suffers	a	point	of	damage.

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT

+1
H

+1SPELL
nature’s gift

Indicates a penalty imposed on enemy Melee and 
Ranged attack rolls to hit the recipient.

Indicates a bonus conferred on the recipient’s 
Melee attack rolls.

Indicates a bonus conferred on the recipient’s PR.

Indicates a bonus conferred on the recipient’s 
Ranged attack rolls.

This zone indicates any bonus points of Health conferred by a 
Spell, or if the card confers a Major Ability (denoted by 1 or 2 
stars in this zone).

Bonus points of Health

Major Ability star or stars

Spells that confer a Major Ability may only be played on 
a character or creature that has an equivalent number of 
available blank Major Ability stars.

These cards may be played at specific moments during the 
game, as indicated on the card.
Refer to Section V, Timing, for details.

14. BONUS HEALTH & MAJOR   
 ABILITY STARS

15. TIMING

The Spell card describes its effect in this zone.
Where a Spell assigns an Ability, the Ability Guide should be 
consulted for full details.

16. EFFECT

A Spell that lasts indefinitely is marked either “Ongoing” or 
“Curse” at the base of the card.
Ongoing Spells are beneficial Spells cast on a player’s Warlord, 
or a Hero or Unit in their army.
Curses are cast on an enemy to weaken them. They are placed 
on the enemy card and marked with a Roaming Card Marker.
Only one Ongoing Spell and one Curse may be placed on any 
given creature at a time. Ongoing Spells and Curses last until 
the creature they are on is slain, or the Spell is dispelled. 

17. ONGOING OR CURSE
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POWERS
Powers are extraordinary effects that may be brought to bear 
in certain situations, to provide benefits to the player that uses 
them, or to impose a penalty on an opponent. 
Powers share card layout attributes as per Spells, other than 
Spell Field (12) and the Ongoing or Curse marker (17).

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Wer007A

weaponvery rare

• +1 PR, +1 Health & Energy Drain
• Restricted Healing 
 Boost PR by 1 & Health by 1 (can be healed).  
 Gain Energy Drain (heal to full on damaging hit in  
 Melee, except on Conjured or Undead. Refer to  
 Ability Guide).

+1

+1 ITEM
Blood axe

ITEMS
Magical Items may be equipped by Warlords and Heroes. 
Items share card layout attributes as described above under 
Powers, though only some have a Timing field.
Items that do not have a Timing field confer a constant effect 
on the bearer.

There are 12 different types of Items, including Weapons, 
Armor, Clothing, Potions, Staffs, Wands and Gauntlets.

18. ITEM TYPE

FORTIFICATIONS

Artist DAne MADgwick  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty LtD  gUi021A

uncommon

• Defense (-1)
   1 penalty on 
   Melee/Ranged   
   rolls against 
   this column. 

• Withdraw 
   End of Round,  
 when on the  
 Warlord column  
 only, discard to  
 flee combat. 

-1 FORTIFICATION
Guild House

Fortifications impose a penalty on enemy Melee and Ranged 
attacks made against the column. The defense bonus value 
modifies the die roll required to hit defenders.

19. DEFENSE BONUS

Rarer Fortifications also provide abilities to the column, such 
as healing or immunities.

20. FORTIFICATION ABILITIES

Tharas shook his head, trying to clear the aching 
numbness that gripped his mind.
Mere moments had passed since he had sat upon his 
oaken throne, a respite rudely shattered by a voice 
that thundered his name, followed in an instant by 
a force of irresistible might that had seized him and 
drawn him bodily from his citadel.
Tharas’ senses slowly returned, the shadow lifting 
to reveal a scene that filled him with both awe and 
trepidation.
He was standing in a slender stone alcove, one of a 
dozen around the perimeter of a wide landing atop a 
high mountain. Tharas dimly registered that two of 
the others were also occupied.
Before him three towering apparitions knelt 
unmoving, bowed to a gem unlike any he had seen 
before.
It floated several feet from the surface of the rock, 
a crystal almost as tall as Tharas himself. He found 
himself bedazzled, and then it spoke, its voice alien to 
his ears.
“THE LORD OF LIGHT HAS CHOSEN, THE ELF 
SHALL BE HIS.”
The closest of the great wraith-like forms nodded 
slightly, glancing at Tharas. It was a knight, ghostly, 
majestic and terrible to behold, clad in ethereal 
armor that had been cleft almost in two. 
Whispers in his mind told him that he beheld the 
legendary Eranai.
Tharas looked beyond and saw in a recess to his left a 
hulking Werewolf, the largest he had ever seen. 
Across the precipice to his right in another stood a 
masked man that he did not know, but instantly did 
not trust.
Once more the air filled with the gem’s unearthly 
tune.
“THEY SHALL BATTLE WHERE YOU MAY NOT. 
WHEN BUT ONE REMAINS, THEN SHALL THEY 
CLAIM MY POWER!”
A blast of light flashed from the gem, momentarily 
blinding the Elf lord.
When it cleared he sat once more in his throneroom… 
and he knew that war had come unbidden upon his 
people.

Summoned
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FATE DECK CARDS
The Fate Deck moderates play throughout the game. Players 
may acquire random benefits when drawing from the deck, or 
calamities or war may befall them.  

The Fate Deck is made up of:

 Add to Hand Events
 Instant Events
 Mercenaries
 Bandits
 Wandering Monsters
 Combat Cards

For ease of sorting, an indicator field shows which deck or 
decks a Fate Deck card belongs in.

21. FATE DECK INDICATOR

For a Quick Kill setup, use only the 12 cards that 
have 1 segment shown in the field.

For a Quest, use cards that have 1 or 2 segments 
shown in the field.

For a Campaign, use all cards (1, 2 or 3 segments 
shown in the field).

Any player winning a combat receives at least one Victory Card 
(drawn from their Player Deck). The number of cards drawn is 
shown in this field.

22. VICTORY CARDS

The Fate Deck may be adjusted to accommodate stronger 
Player Decks.
Included in the upcoming Arcane and Carnage 
expansion sets are cards that replace some of the existing 
Events, Mercenaries, Bandits and Wandering Monsters 
with more powerful and lethal cards.

The invulnerable Ruby Golem, the Ancient Hydra and 
the Demon War Pack are more than a challenge for even 
the strongest players!

ADVANCED FATE DECKS

Bandits are roving bands of villains that will attack the 
player that draws them. Unlike Wandering Monsters, 
Bandits are organized, and the Bandit Pool will join the 
Bandit in the attack (refer to the Bandit Pool in Combat, 
page 15).
All Mercenaries are Bandits, the only difference being that 
they think they can make more gold by occasionally hiring 
out their services.

23. BANDIT TAG

Mercenary Units and Heroes are titled as such.

24. MERCENARY TITLE

Mercenaries may be hired using 
a Gold card of at least 1,000 Gold 
value. Mercenary Heroes may be 
hired using a Gold card of at least 
2,000 Gold value.
Refer to Section IV for details.

25. MERCENARY
HIRING COST

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt033A

chaoticbandit2VICTORY

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)        
• Attack Twice               
• Hit Column                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                    

8 4BANDIT UNIT
Marauders

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt041A

chaoticbandit

• Double Damage in 1st Round
• Raise Dead (1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 upon slaying an enemy in Melee, to raise as 
 a Chaotic Undead (see Ability Guide). 
• Dark Healing (1/combat)
• +1 PR to Shengra’s Unit

DMMEVENEMC

7 5MERCENARY HERO
Shengra the inSane

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Gui001A

GOLD

Alliance, Late Alliance and Break Alliance cards 
have no markers, and are added to 3 and 4-player
Quests and Campaigns only.
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SECTION IV: THE FATE DECK DRAW

Add to Hand cards are placed in the drawing player’s hand 
without being revealed to other players, whereas Instant cards 
are revealed for all players to see.

EVENTS

Beneficial Events may be played at critical 
moments in combat to devastate an enemy 
or save a player’s forces from destruction. 
There are 4 Add to Hand Events in each 
Quick Kill game, 10 in each Quest and 19 
in each Campaign.

Enhance 
Spell

Artist FionA DArwin  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty LtD  FAt018A

• Add 1 damage to a Spell
 Adds 1 point to the damage inflicted by a damaging  
 Spell. 
	  May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
EnhancE SpEll

Quest Add to Hand Events (added to the 4 Quick Kill Events shown on page 4):

Unlike most Powers, some Add to Hand Events may be 
played to effect combats in which a player does not have any 
of their own combatants present, such as when an opponent 
is facing a Wandering Monster, or when two other players 
are facing off in a Skirmish or Battle!

Campaign Add to Hand Events (added to Quick Kill and Quest Events):

There are both harmful and beneficial 
Instant Events. These are resolved 
according to the card text, once the card 
is revealed. No Instant Events are used in 
Quick Kill games and only Pestilence is 
used in Quests. 

Some creatures, such as Wererats 
or the Werewolf Hero Darkling, are 
Plague Bearers. This Ability can turn 
Pestilence into a particularly deadly 
Event for an unlucky foe!

Double Damage is changed to Triple Damage in Advanced 
Fate Decks, which also include more powerful versions of 
Automatic Hit and Shield. 
The Earthquake, Famine and Pestilence Instant Events  
become deadlier in these decks, being replaced by Severe 
Earthquake, Dire Famine and Plague.

ADD TO HAND EVENTS

INSTANT EVENTS

 Heal 
Monster

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt030A

• Heal a Monster
 Play after attacks are made on a Wandering Monster
  (it must have at least 1 Health left. The creature may
  have Restricted Healing). The monster is restored to
 full Health. This Event can be used on a monster that  
 has joined a player’s army.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Heal Monster

Misdirection

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt035A

• Redirect a Bandit or Monster
 Redirect a Bandit or Wandering Monster (may also
 redirect the Bandit Pool), after combatants are
 declared. The drawer may redirect onto their own 
	 army,	or	onto	a	different	player,	or	onto	different
 enemy column(s), other than an enemy Warlord
 column.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Misdirection

Negate
Power

Artist rhodri MccorMAck © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt036A

• Void an enemy Power
 Void any Power card at the time that it is used by 
 an opponent.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Negate Power

Shield

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt042A

• Take no damage from an attack
 Play after a creature is hit with one set of Melee 
 or Ranged attacks (including Attack Twice or Attack  
 Thrice), a Breath Weapon or a damaging Spell. The 
 shielded creature takes no damage (does not shield
 any others struck by the attack). 
	  May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Shield

Wandering
Healer

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt052A

• Heal your army or an allied army
 Play to negate Pestilence, or at the start or end of a  
 combat round. Paralyze, Poison and Deadly Poison
	 effects	are	voided	(before	damage	occurs	if	used	at		
 the End of Round) and the army is restored to full  
	 Health	(including	creatures	with	Restricted	Healing,		
 but excluding Conjured). 

SPECIAL

EVENT
Wandering Healer

Counter
Ability

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt010A

• Void an Ability
 Void a use of an enemy Breath Weapon, Deadly  
 Poison, Enthral, Lycanthropy, Mastery, Mortal Terror,  
 Paralyze, Poison, Raise Dead, Steal Enemy Item
 or Turn to Stone ability. 
	   May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Counter Ability

Forewarning

Artist DAne MADgwick  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty LtD  FAt022A

• Void a Fate Deck card
     Play after any player draws and reveals an Instant
 Fate Deck card, other than Final War. 
     The Fate Deck card is instantly discarded.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Forewarning

Grand
Intervention

Artist DAviD McDerMott  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty LtD  FAt028A

• Void an enemy Add to Hand Event 
     Void any Add to Hand Fate Deck card at the time
 that it is played by an opponent. The enemy Event
 is instantly discarded.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Grand InterventIon

Counter
Spell

Artist FionA DArwin  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty LtD  FAt011A

• Void an enemy Spell 
 Void a Spell at the time that it is cast by another  
 player, Bandit or Wandering Monster.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Counter Spell

Destroy
Fortification

Artist DAne MADgwick  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty LtD  FAt014A

• Destroy a Fortification
 Instantly destroy a selected Fortification (other
 than a Conjured Fortification).  	 	
	   May play on a combat you are not involved in.

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT

EVENT
Destroy FortiFication

Taxation!

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt047A

• 1-11 to steal an Add to Hand
 This Event allows the player to roll 1-11 to seize an
 Add to Hand card from an opponent’s hand. An Add
 to Hand card is chosen at random if the opponent
 has more than one.

END OF TURN

EVENT
TaxaTion!

Treasure!

Artist DAviD McDerMott  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty LtD  FAt051A

• A horde of gold!
 This card is worth 10,000 Gold and functions as
 a Gold card in every respect.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Treasure!

Artist Louis Green  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty Ltd  FAt009A

• Defense (-2) 
   2 penalty on 
   Melee/Ranged   
   rolls against 
   this column.

• Immune to: 
 Breath Weapons

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT, ONGOING

-2 EVENT
Citadel

Citadel

Campaign Instant Events (added to Pestilence):

Earthquake

Artist DAviD McDerMott  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty LtD  FAt017A

• 1-8 to save each Fortification!
 The drawer must immediately roll to save each 
 Fortification in their army from an earthquake. 
 Any Fortification that rolls a 9 or higher is instantly
 destroyed (other than Conjured Fortifications).

INSTANT

EVENT
EarthquakE

Armory

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt001A

• 1-4 extra cards!
 Roll a die and immediately draw extra cards from
 your Player Deck: 
  1-3 roll = 4 cards, 4-6 roll = 3 cards,
           7-9 roll = 2 cards, 10+ roll = 1 card.

INSTANT

EVENT
Armory

Famine

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt019A

• Army suffers 1 damage!
 All creatures in the drawer’s army instantly take 1
 damage (Conjured, Demon, Elemental, Ethereal
 and Undead are immune). Cannot be blocked by 
 Items, Powers or Spells that diminish damage. 

INSTANT

EVENT
Famine

Fortitude

Artist rhodri MccorMAck © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt023A

• Heal & gain 2 Health
 This card is immediately played on the drawer’s
 Warlord, or a Hero or Unit in their army (except
 Conjured, or one with Restricted Healing). Heal
 the recipient and add 2 extra Health, then discard 
 the Event. The extra Health cannot be restored 
 once lost.

INSTANT

EVENT
Fortitude

Resurrection

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt039A

• Recover a discarded Unit or Hero
 The drawer immediately takes a slain Unit or Hero
 from their discard pile and adds it to their hand or
 army. If there are no slain creatures, the Event
 becomes an Add to Hand and may be played at 
 an End of Round.

INSTANT OR
 END OF ROUND

EVENT
ResuRRection

Theft!

Artist robert MAngAno  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt050A

• Lose an Item!
 The drawer must immediately discard an Item from  
 their Warlord or a Hero in their army, if they have any  
 Items equipped.

INSTANT

EVENT
ThefT!

Pestilence

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt037A

• 1-10 to save each follower!
 All Units and Heroes in the drawer’s army must
 roll or be struck down by disease. Any creature
 or character rolling an 11 or 12 is slain (Warlord
 and all Special Body Types are immune).

INSTANT

EVENT
Pestilence
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MERCENARIES

The drawing player has the first option to hire the Mercenary, 
if they have Gold available.

A Mercenary Unit may be hired by discarding a Gold card of 
at least 1,000 Gold value.

A Mercenary Hero may be hired by discarding a Gold card of 
at least 2,000 Gold value.

DRAWING PLAYER DOES NOT HIRE
If the drawing player does not hire the Mercenary, the 
opponent has the option to do so.
In a 3 or 4-player game, the next clockwise player has the 
option (the option proceeding in order, until the Mercenary is 
hired or all players have declined). 

If no player hires the Mercenary, the Mercenary joins the 
Bandit Pool.

ADVANCED FATE DECK
An advanced rule allows other players to try to outbid 
the drawing player. The previous bid must be advanced 
by at least 1,000 Gold, with bidding proceeding until 
there is one clear winner.

Mercenaries can be a very useful to bolster an army, but they 
can be a two-edged sword. There are various Powers that can 
force a Mercenary to switch sides in the heat of battle.

WANDERING MONSTERS

The player that draws a Wandering Monster must fight it.
There are 4 Wandering Monsters used in Quick Kill games, 
rising to 8 in Quests and 12 in Campaigns.

The player being attacked by the Wandering Monster selects 
one of their columns to enter battle against the monster 
(unless the Monster is joined by the Bandit Pool).
Whenever there are multiple columns of Wandering 
Monsters, the player selects one of their own columns for 
each Monster column (if possible).

The Bandit Pool is composed of any Mercenaries that have 
not been hired, and any Bandits that have survived a previous 
combat.

If a Bandit is drawn, the Bandit Pool joins the attack against 
the drawing player.

Mercenary Heroes may form columns with Bandit Units. 
The Mercenary Hero will confer their PR bonus to the Bandit 
Unit. 

Wandering Monsters are controlled by an opposing player in 
combat.
In a 3 or 4-player game, the next clockwise player controls the 
Wandering Monster, unless that player is formally allied to 
the drawing player (in which case another player is selected).

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt041A

chaoticbandit

• Double Damage in 1st Round
• Raise Dead (1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 upon slaying an enemy in Melee, to raise as 
 a Chaotic Undead (see Ability Guide). 
• Dark Healing (1/combat)
• +1 PR to Shengra’s Unit

DMMEVENEMC

7 5MERCENARY HERO
Shengra the inSane

Mercenaries are rogues that offer their services for gold. If 
Mercenaries are not hired, they revert to their old ways and 
become lawless bandits.

Shengra the 
Insane

Artist FionA DArwin  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty LtD  FAt049A

neutralbandit

• First Strike                
• Steal Enemy Item (1/combat, 1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 to steal an Item on an enemy combatant, as  
 Theena’s only action that round. The Item may be  
 equipped or discarded. 
• +1 PR to Theena’s Unit 

7 3MERCENARY HERO
theena the Cunning

Theena the 
Cunning

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt031A

neutralbandit

• First Strike         
• Scout 
 All cards in enemy armies are revealed and new cards  
 are placed face-up. Roll 1-4 to view any Add to Hand  
 cards drawn by opponents.
• +2 PR to Kilop’s Unit

7 3MERCENARY HERO
Kilop, Horselord

Kilop,
Horselord

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt048A

neutralbandit

• Vulnerable to Fire (take x2 Fire Damage)
• Ranged Attack 
• Immune to: Reprisal
• Counter Fortifications 
 Fortifications are powerless against The Besiegers’  
 army (including immunities conferred by a Fort). 

7 4MERCENARY UNIT
the besiegers

The
Besiegers

Artist Louis Green  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty Ltd  FAt024A

chaoticbandit

• Spell: Death Bolts (1/combat)
 [Uncommon DMDM ]. Target an enemy to inflict 1 
 damage on the column (Conjured & Undead are  
 immune).    
• Dark Healing (1/combat)

DMMEVENEMC

7 3MERCENARY UNIT
Frenzied Magi

Frenzied
Magi

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt005A

chaoticbandit

• Enemy Bonus to Hit (4)
• Attack Twice
• Double Damage
• Immune to: Fear & Mortal Terror                                                                                                                                           
                     

5 2MERCENARY UNIT
berserkers

Berserkers
FIGHTING A MONSTER

Wandering Monsters occasionally enter a player’s realm, 
savagely attacking until they are slain or until they gorge 
themselves on a hapless victim and depart.
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chaotic2VICTORY

• Turn to Stone
 A damaging attack by the Gorgons instantly slays the  
 victim. Ethereal creatures and those of a higher PR  
 than the Gorgons are immune. 

8 3WANDERING MONSTER
GorGons

Gorgons
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chaoticdragon3VICTORY

• Attack Last             
• Melee/Breath Weapon 
• Breath Weapon (Fire) Used in 1st & 3rd rounds
 (unless in army, then 1/combat). Roll, 1-6 = 2 
 Fire Damage to column, 7+ = 1 Fire Damage.  
• Immune to: Breath Weapons & Fire Damage                                                                                                                                 

DMMEVENEMC

9 5WANDERING MONSTER
Fire dragon

Fire Dragon

HIRING A MERCENARY

BANDIT POOL

BANDIT HEROES

One or more substitutions/alterations are recommended, 
if players are finding that the Fate Deck monsters are 
becoming less challenging in a Quick Kill game:
1. Replace the Gorgons with the Fire Dragon or the   
 Deathdrake, and/or
2. Place the Fire Dragon or the Deathdrake in the   
 Bandit Pool at the start of the game, and/or
3. Add 1 Health to each of the Wandering Monsters   
 and Bandits.
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Combat Cards
BattleSkirmish Final War

Drawing a Skirmish, Battle or the Final War card pits players 
against one another in direct combat.

Skirmishes and Battles are one-on-one combats, but the 
Final War involves all players (in 3 or 4-player games).

“And I tell you we haven’t been down this way before,” 
Jax groaned, growing more annoyed as they went 
further into the gloom.
“You’ve gone and got us lost again. I knew we should 
have turned left at that last cavern.”
“Have not,” Thrix grunted in response, “I know this 
mountain like the back of my hand. I’ve been under 
here exploring since you were just a Gnomeling.”
Jax muttered something inaudible as he followed Thrix 
down the rough, sloping tunnel.
What should have been a quick in-and-out beneath the 
dark precipice had turned into three hours of staring 
at Thrix’s back, though Jax hadn’t been too concerned 
until his companion had started to scratch his long ears 
and look about him quizzically whenever they came to 
another junction.
Jax cursed himself quietly, regretting that he’d agreed to 
accompany Thrix on one of his ‘missions’. He knew that 
Thrix had a reputation for breaking the rules, but for 
Jax it didn’t sit well to defy the taboo that surrounded 
Mount Valom.
“Let’s turn back,” he said hesitantly, and he was 
surprised when Thrix responded by stopping dead in 
his tracks as he came to another chamber.
“I knew you’d come to your senses,” Jax sighed, but his 
relief turned to alarm as Thrix slowly moved forward 
once more.
Thrix let out a low whistle as he stepped up to a far 
wall of the cavern, from which Jax could now see a 
faint glow.
“What… what is it?” Jax said nervously, as his partner 
pulled forth a pickaxe and began to apply it to the area 
around the hint of light.
“I, I don’t quite know,” Thrix murmured, “but I sure 
intend to find out!”

UNEARTHED part I 

Skirmish
In a 2-player game, the defender (player that did not draw the 
Skirmish card) selects one of their columns to enter combat, 
and then the drawing player chooses one of their own 
columns to attack with. 
In a 3 or 4-player game, the drawing player chooses the 
two players that will fight (which may or may not include 
themself), as well as which player selects a column first.

A Skirmish may not involve a Warlord column unless there is 
no other option available.

Battle
A battle operates as per the Skirmish, above, except that 
a second column is chosen by each side after the first (in 
sequence, the defender chooses a second combat column 
before the attacker names their second).

Battles may involve Warlord columns. 
If one side only has one column (i.e.: the Warlord column) 
then the fight can be two columns on one.

Final War
The “fight to the death” begins, from which only one player 
shall emerge victorious!

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt043A

2victory

• 1 column vs 1 column!
 Each player selects 1 column in their army to do
 battle. Neither side may choose their Warlord
 column unless no other option exists. The player
 that did not draw the Skirmish chooses first. 

INSTANT

COMBAT
SKirMiSH!
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3victory

• 2 columns vs 2 columns!
 Each player selects 2 columns in their army to do  
 battle. Players may include their Warlord column.
 The player that did not draw the Battle chooses
 1 column, then the drawer chooses a column.
 Repeat for the second column. 

INSTANT

COMBAT
BAttLE!

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt020A

• Army vs Army!
 The time has come to battle to the death! 
 All armies enter the fray, from which only one
 will emerge!

INSTANT

COMBAT
FINAL WAR!
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SECTION V: TIMING

Hint
It’s often worthwhile saving Powers, Spells, Add to 
Hand Events and activated Items until Final War 
(though using them to win an encounter against 
a Wandering Monster is tempting, and sometimes 
necessary to save your Warlord or a powerful 
follower!)
Throwing down a Critical Hit onto an enemy 
Warlord’s column, coupled with additional damage 
and a Follow Through, may slay your opponent 
outright and win the game!

Items that have “Play Before Combat” timing, such as the 
Potion of Strength or Amulet of Anger, must already be 
equipped before they can be activated in the “Play Before 
Combat” phase. The player declares that the Item is being 
used as a “Play Before Combat” action, in the same way 
in which they would play a “Play Before Combat” card 
from their hand. If unused, the Item remains equipped 
and may be activated before a subsequent combat.

"PLAY BEFORE COMBAT" ITEMS

Timing is listed on cards that may be activated or played at 
specific points during the game (Spell and Power cards, as 
well as on some Events and Items).
All cards that are played according to their timing are placed 
or turned face-up for all players to see, when they are played.

Timing is divided into 6 categories:
 ◆ Start of Turn
 ◆ Play Before Combat
 ◆ Combat
 ◆ End of Round
 ◆ End of Turn
 ◆ Special

START OF TURN
May be played prior to, or directly after, the Player Deck draw 
(they must be played prior to deploying any cards to the army, 
or drawing from the Fate Deck).
For example, the “Bolster Army” Power card, which allows a 
player to draw 2 extra Player Deck cards.

PLAY BEFORE COMBAT
May be played after rolling Initiative, upon entering a combat.
For example, playing the “First Strike” Power card, which 
confers the First Strike Ability on a combatant for one 
combat.
These cards are played in alternating turns with opponents 
(one at a time per player), with the player that won Initative 
acting first.

COMBAT
These cards can be played in specific circumstances during 
combat.
For example, “Combat” Spells may be played as a Spell 
action by a combatant.
The text of “Combat” Powers identifies when they may be 
played.

All “Play Before Combat” Items and Powers last only for the 
combat in which they are used (discarded afterwards, except 
for Items that have 2 charges of this type).

END OF ROUND
May be played at the end of a combat round (thus after all 
combatants have performed an action in a combat round).
For example, the “Reinforce” Power card, which allows a 
player to add a combatant to the fight.

END OF TURN
These cards may be played at the end of a player’s turn (after 
the Fate Deck draw has been resolved).
For example, the “Spy” Power card, which allows a player 
to view an opponent’s cards and view the top 3 cards of the 
Fate Deck.

SPECIAL
These cards may be used in specific circumstances, as outlined in 
the card text.
For example, the “Pickpocket” Power card allows a player to steal 
a Gold card when it is played by an opponent.

Die Rolls are used to break any Timing tie that occurs, 
such as when two players each have an Item that grants 
automatic Initiative.
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SECTION VI: COMBAT

First Strike Action Marker
Placed on each combatant that has the First 
Strike Ability, unless they have been inflicted 
with Attack Last.

Normal Action Marker
Placed on each combatant that has neither the 
First Strike Ability nor the Attack Last penalty.

Attack Last Action Marker
Placed on each combatant that has the Attack 
Last penalty (including those afflicted with 
Attack Last temporarily).

Healing Token
Add token(s) to each combatant that has the 
Healing Ability (1 token per time Healing may 
be used per combat).
Dark Healing Token
Add token(s) to each combatant that has the 
Dark Healing Ability (1 token per time Dark 
Healing may be used per combat).  

Item Charge Token
Add token(s) to each Item that has charges (1 
token per charge). Discard any charged Item 
that falls to 0 tokens.

Once a combat card is drawn (Skirmish, Battle, Final 
War, Bandit or a Wandering Monster), no Units, Heroes, 
Items or Fortifications that are in a player’s hand can 
be placed into the army, unless the player has a Late 
Deployment or similar card.

NO MORE CARDS CAN BE DEPLOYED! 

Combat is initiated by drawing any Bandit, Wandering Monster, 
Skirmish or Battle, or the Final War card.
Players that are engaged in combat use one or more of their 
columns against the enemy, fighting until only one side remains.

PRE-COMBAT
1. Declare combatants
2. Mastery check (if applicable)
3. Reveal all hidden cards
4. Roll Initiative
5. Use “Play Before Combat” Events, Powers, Items and Spells
6. Place Action Markers, Healing/Dark Healing Tokens and  
 Item Charge Tokens

1. DECLARE COMBATANTS
The player or players that are involved in combat choose their 
combatant columns, as described on Pages 15 and 16 (where 
applicable, as all columns are automatically involved for all 
players once Final War is drawn).

2. MASTERY CHECK (IF APPLICABLE)
If the Guildmaster Warlord is declared as a combatant against 
one or more Bandits, the player makes Mastery Ability rolls, 
before entering the next phase. 
One roll is made to take over each Bandit (1-4 needed).

3. REVEAL ALL HIDDEN CARDS 
Once all combatants are declared, both players reveal any face-
down Items or other cards that are on the columns in combat.
Any card played in combat is placed face up unless otherwise stated.

4. ROLL INITIATIVE
Both combatants roll a die for Initiative, with the lowest roller 
winning.
Ties are re-rolled until there is a result.
The winner of Initiative will go first in each phase of this and 
subsequent combat rounds.

Hint
Initiative is very important, particularly in Final War, 
and especially if the enemy has Potions that can be 
shattered before they can be used. Striking first is often 
the path to victory!

PHASES OF COMBAT

“Fear” is a potent Ability that causes all enemy combatants of 
less power (PR) to Attack Last. This can even affect an entire 
enemy army, with the exception of the Warlord! If a creature 
is susceptible to Fear and suffers Attack Last, they remain 
that way for the rest of that combat round, even if the Fear-
inducing enemy is slain. 

5. “PLAY BEFORE COMBAT” CARDS
The winner of Initiative has the option to play a single pre-combat 
card, listed as "Play Before Combat" in the timing field.
The opponent may then use a single pre-combat card (in 
clockwise order in 3 or 4-player games).
Repeat this alternating process, until all players have played any 
pre-combat cards that they wish to play.
To cast a “Play Before Combat” Spell, one of the combatants must 
be a spell caster with that Spell field.

6. PLACE MARKERS
Action Markers, Healing Tokens and Item Charge Tokens are 
placed before combat commences.
Action Markers are used to track which combatants have 
acted in a given round and which are still to act (a combatant's 
Action Marker is turned over once it acts in a given round).
Healing and Dark Healing may be used a certain number of 
times per combat, as indicated by the corresponding tokens.
Similarly, Items that have charges may be used a given number 
of times before they are discarded.
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COMBAT ROUNDS

COMBAT ROUND ORDER
1. FIRST STRIKE
 All creatures with the First Strike Ability will attack  
 first in each combat round.
2. NORMAL PHASE
 All other combatants act after First Strike, except   
 those afflicted with Attack Last.
3. ATTACK LAST
 All creatures with the Attack Last penalty only   
 act after First Strike and Normal Phase.

FIRST STRIKE 
The player that won Initiative acts first.

If they have one or more creatures with First Strike, they now 
resolve an action for one of their First Strike combatants.
The opponent then performs an action for one of their First 
Strike creatures, if they have one (proceeds in clockwise order 
in a 3 or 4-player game).

Combat continues alternately where possible, with the actions 
of one Unit, Hero or Warlord resolved at a time by each 
player, until all First Strike combatants have acted.

NORMAL PHASE
The player that won Initiative acts first, after all First Strike 
combatants have acted.

If they have one or more creatures that do not have either 
First Strike or Attack Last, they now resolve an action for 
one of these combatants.
The opponent then performs an action for a similar 
creature, if they have one.

Combat continues alternately where possible, with the 
actions of one Unit, Hero or Warlord resolved at a time 
by each player, until all combatants that have neither First 
Strike nor Attack Last have acted.

If the player winning Initiative does not have a creature 
with First Strike, but an opponent does, the opponent 
acts for their First Strike combatant(s) first.
Similarly, in each phase of combat, if a player does 
not have applicable combatants for that phase, the 
opponent(s) resolves actions for all such creatures before 
play moves to the next phase.

ATTACK LAST
The player that won Initiative acts first, after all First Strike 
and Normal Phase combatants have acted.

If they have one or more creatures that have Attack Last, 
they now resolve an action for one of these combatants.
The opponent then performs an action for a similar 
creature, if they have one.

Combat continues alternately where possible, with the 
actions of one Unit, Hero or Warlord resolved at a time by 
each player, until all Attack Last combatants have acted.

Combat is conducted in combat rounds.
A combat round ends once all combatants have performed an 
action (or been slain or otherwise incapacitated).

Combatants cannot elect to do nothing in a round. 

In the absence of an alternative, a combatant must make 
a Melee attack upon an enemy.
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MELEE ATTACKS 

Some creatures can conduct both a Melee Attack and 
perform another action, such as combatants that have 
Melee/Spell or Melee/Breath Weapon Abilities.
If both actions involve attacking the enemy, the attacks may 
be directed against different targets.

Note

Hint
The enemy Warlord can still be killed by attacking their 
Unit, if the attacker has Abilities such as Hit Column or 
Follow Through, or with Spells or Breath Weapons that 
target the Unit, but hit the entire column.

Hint
It is very important to look at an enemy army carefully. 
Players are not required to inform their opponents of the 
Weaknesses or Abilities of their forces, unless directly asked. 
This is particularly pertinent in regards to the “Fearful” 
Weakness. Refer to the "Ability Guide" for details!

Each combatant may perform one action per combat round. 
Possible actions are: 
 ◆ Melee attack
 ◆ Ranged attack 
 ◆ Use an Ability 
 ◆ Cast a Spell 
 ◆ Use a charged Item that may be activated in  
  place of other actions for a round.
The attacking player declares which of their remaining 
combatants will now act (one of their combatants that is still 
to perform an action in their applicable phase (such as First 
Strike), and as tracked by the Action Markers set out above).

COMBAT ACTIONS

Attacking the enemy in close quarters (Melee) is the default 
action if a combatant has no alternative.

The attacking player declares which enemy is being targeted, 
which may be in any combat column. The target may be a:
 ◆ Unit (or Wandering Monster), or
 ◆ Hero that does not have a Unit in front of  them (an  
  “Unprotected Hero”), or
 ◆ Warlord, but only if the Warlord is the last remaining  
  enemy.

The attacker rolls equal to or less than their PR on 
a die to score a hit, adding any bonuses

and subtracting any penalties

A natural roll of “12” is always a miss.
Unless otherwise stated, the roll cannot be modified in order 
to become a hit. 

A natural roll of “1” is always a hit.
Unless otherwise stated, the roll cannot be modified in order 
to become a miss.

IMPORTANT NOTES 
 ◆ One die is rolled for each attack.
 ◆ “Attack Twice”, roll 2 dice at the same time. 
 ◆ “Attack Thrice”, roll 3 dice at the same time.
 ◆ Each roll is a separate attack.
 ◆ All attacks must be directed against the same enemy,  
  unless the attacker has the “Hit Multiple” Ability,  
  which allows them to split their attacks.

REMOVE HEALTH TOKENS
One Health Token is removed for each point of damage 
sustained.

CRITICAL HITS
A natural (unmodified) roll of a “1” in combat is a Critical Hit 
and inflicts an extra point of damage.
The exception is when a roll of 1 is required to hit the enemy, 
in which case normal damage is inflicted.

Any Critical Hit allows the attacker to roll again for an Instant 
Kill (see below).

INSTANT KILL
Any natural (unmodified) roll of 1 with this second throw 
instantly slays the victim, irrespective of their Health. 
The die roll cannot be modified in any way to become a “1” 
(for example, the Critical Hit Event cannot be played).
A successful Instant Kill roll will slay both the Unit and Hero 
if the attacker has Follow Through or Hit Column Ability.

DAMAGE
Each hit inflicts 1 point of damage on the target, unless 
otherwise stated (for example, if the attacker has “Double 
Damage” then each hit will inflict a base of 2 damage).
Damage from an attacker is pooled for the purposes of 
inflicting Follow Through (see "Ability Guide").
Any hit that takes a target to zero Health is a killing blow, and 
the victim is discarded.

Damage may be adjusted.
Certain Items, Powers, Spells and Abilities may all 
adjust the amount of damage inflicted (either adding 
to the damage or reducing the damage sustained). 
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HIT COLUMN (ABILITY)
Attackers with this Ability cause damage to the entire target 
column.
The attack is carried out against the Unit only, with any hit 
automatically damaging the Hero or Warlord for the same 
amount of damage that the Unit sustains. 
Refer to the “Ability Guide” for more details.

FOLLOW THROUGH (ABILITY)
This Ability may come into play when an enemy Unit is slain, 
if the Unit has a Hero or Warlord behind them.
1 damage, plus surplus damage remaining from the hit that 
slew the Unit, is transferred to the Hero/Warlord in that column.
Refer to the “Ability Guide” for more details.

RANGED ATTACKS 
This Ability allows combatants to target protected enemy 
Heroes (those with a Unit in front of them).
The attacker may therefore target an enemy:

 ◆ Unit (or Wandering Monster), or
 ◆ Hero, or
 ◆ Warlord, but only if the Warlord is the last   
  remaining enemy.

Attacks are otherwise made in the same manner that Melee 
attacks are carried out.

Damage is also calculated in the same way, including 
Critical Hits, Instant Kill, Hit Column and Follow Through.

Hint
It’s often very dangerous to place a Unit in front of your 
Warlord, even if the Unit is quite powerful. 

Beware placing a Unit with your Warlord if the enemy has 
Hit Column or Follow Through, unless you’ve picked up 
some good defensive cards!

 Tharas’ PR = 7

 Nature’s Gift provides a +1 PR bonus

 Gauntlet’s of Smiting is adding an attack bonus of +1

The PR and bonuses are summed.

Tharas therefore needs to roll a 9 or less on each of his 
attack die to hit (Tharas has two attacks per round, rolling 
one die for each), modified by any penalties the enemy is 
imposing on the roll.

 The targeted enemy is a Hero, Darkling, who is   
 wearing Bone Armor, which imposes a penalty of  
 2 points on the attack roll.

 Darkling’s column is protected by a Fortification,  
 which adds a further 2 point penalty

The penalties are both imposed on the attack.

Tharas therefore needs to roll a 5 or less on each of his 
attack die to score a hit.

Hint
Ranged Attacks are great for picking off Heroes that are 
protected by a high-Health Unit.

They are also very useful when facing an enemy that has 
the “Reprisal” Ability. 
Reprisal causes damage to the attacker, if they strike the 
creature with a Melee attack.

The attacker rolls equal to or less than their PR on a 
die to score a hit

+ any bonuses – any penalties

PR + BONUSES

- PENALTIES

COMBAT EXAMPLE
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  Breath Weapon
 ◆ Target as per a Ranged Attack.
 ◆ Inflicts the damage described on the card on an entire  
  enemy column.

  Crush Fortification
 ◆ Attempt to destroy an enemy Fortification.

 Dark Healing
 ◆ Counts as a Spell action (allowing combatants with  
  Melee/Spell to attack and use Dark Healing in the  
  same round).
 ◆ Fully heals a Chaotic combatant (other than one with  
  Restricted Healing), or
 ◆ Cures a Chaotic of Poison.

 Healing
 ◆ Counts as a Spell action (allowing combatants with  
  Melee/Spell to attack and use Healing in the same  
  round).
 ◆ Fully heals a Neutral or Good combatant (other  
  than one with Restricted Healing).
 ◆ Cures a Neutral or Good of Poison.

 Steal Enemy Item
 ◆ Target an enemy Hero or Warlord (normal   
  restrictions on targeting a Warlord do not apply).
 ◆ Roll to steal an equipped Item of the thief ’s choice  
  (other than a charged Item that has already been  
  activated, such as a “Play Before Combat” Potion).

Automatic Hit, Break Item, Critical Hit, Double Damage 
and other “Add to Hand” Events may all be used on 
combats that a player is not directly involved in as a 
combatant, such as:

 • playing the Event to advantage a Wandering   
  Monster against an opponent, or
 • playing the Event to advantage one opposing   
  player over another, in a 3 or 4-player game.

Many games have been won by playing a timely Critical 
Hit on the part of a Wandering Monster that is attacking 
an opponent!

Hint

CAST A SPELL
Spells that have “Combat” timing may be played as a combat 
action.
Refer to the Spell card for details on the use and effect.
The following overriding rules apply to Spells:
 ◆ Target as per a Ranged Attack.
 ◆ Offensive Spells may not be cast on a player’s own  
  army, unless the Warlord is Chaotic.
 ◆ Curse Spells are played on an enemy and marked with  
  a Roaming Card Marker (returned at the end of  
  combat, or when the creature is discarded, or at the  
  end of game).

USE A CHARGED ITEM
Items that have charges that may be expended in combat 
(“Combat” timing) may be used as an action, if they state that 
they may be used in lieu of other actions for a round.
 ◆ If the Item casts a Spell (such as a Scroll Item), it is  
  treated as a Spell action (thus a Melee/Spell caster may  
  attack in Melee and make use of a scroll).
 ◆ Refer to the card text for the Item effect.
Items that have multiple charges cannot 
make use of more than one charge per 
combat round, unless otherwise stated on 
the card.
Any Item of this type that has no Charge 
Tokens remaining is discarded.

Paralyze, Poison, Deadly Poison 
and Turn to Stone (Abilities)
A creature with one of these Abilities must inflict a damaging 
Melee or Ranged hit, in order to Paralyze, Poison or petrify 
an enemy.

 ◆ Deadly Poison: Slays the victim at the End of Round.
   ◆ Paralyze: Stuns victim for up to 2 rounds.
   ◆ Poison: Inflicts 1 damage at each End of  
   Round (including at the end of a  
   combat), after any End of Round  
   cards are played.
   ◆ Turn to Stone: Victim is instantly slain.

Refer to the “Ability Guide” for more details.

USE AN ABILITY IN COMBAT
The following activated Abilities may be used in combat, 
in lieu of other actions unless otherwise stated (refer to the 
"Ability Guide" for full details).

Item Charge 
Token

Conjured or Summoned Units that are created from 
an Item or Spell are placed in a combatant column.
An Item that summons a Unit is no longer treated as 
an Item once used, but is instead a Unit.
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The Guildmaster gains Attack Thrice, but only in the first 
round of combat... the benefits of being sneaky and striking 
before the enemy is ready! If he chooses to use his Steal 
Enemy Item Ability in the first round, he does not gain 
Attack Thrice next round.

Guildmaster

REINFORCEMENTS
Some Powers and Items allow a player to bring in additional 
combatants to a fight. 
 ◆ Reinforcements may join existing combat columns or  
  form new ones (requiring a vacant column in the  
  army).
 ◆ In 4-player team games, reinforcements may be sent  
  to aid a teammate (column remains in the owning  
  player’s army). Allied reinforcements roll their own  
  Initiative when joining combat. 
 ◆ Reinforcements do not get to use “1st round” Abilities,  
  such as “Automatic Hit in 1st Round”.

RAISING UNDEAD & WERE
Raise Dead and Lycanthropy brings a slain enemy to life as an 
Undead or Were creature and makes them join the attacker’s 
army. 
 ◆ The Undead and Were must be added to the army, or  
  are discarded otherwise. If added to a combat, the  
  creature must be placed in a combatant column, or  
  a vacant column (they cannot join a partially-filled  
  army column that is not in the combat).
 ◆ The creature cannot act until the next combat round.
 ◆ Good and Neutral creatures turned in this way  
  become Chaotic.
 ◆ Chaotic Undead and Were lose any  casting Ability  
  and Healing Ability they possess. Such spell casters  
  gain  casting (but not Dark Healing).
 ◆ An Undead Marker is added to any creature raised as  
  an Undead, along with a Roaming Card Marker  
  (reminding the player to return it when the creature is  
  discarded, or at the end of game).
 ◆ A Were Marker is added to any creature raised as a  
  Were, along with a Roaming Card Marker (reminding  
  the player to return it when the creature is discarded,  
  or at the end of game).

Undead Marker Roaming Card 
Marker

Were Marker

Thrix stepped back, sweating.
“We’ve just got to get this big one out of the way,” he 
groaned. “Here, give me a hand.”
Jax stumbled up to join Thrix, his nerves overcome by 
a sudden insatiable curiosity. 
It did not take long before the rock face gave way 
before their efforts, crumbling down in a shower of 
dust and debris.
Jax coughed as it cleared to reveal a gem the likes of 
which he never knew could exist, a glowing diamond 
of such size and perfection that he thought this must 
be a dream.
“Dibs!” Thrix chortled merrily, before both Gnomes 
let out whoops of delight and danced with sheer joy.
A joy that turned to terror seconds later, as the 
huge gem quivered and began to tear itself free of its 
granite prison.
Jax and Thrix hesitated for a moment, but only until 
their panic overcame their greed as the mountain 
began to quake. They turned as one and fled back 
into the tunnel through which they had come. 
“Oh all the luck,” Thrix yelled as they raced through 
the twisting catacombs, “I finally find a keeper after 
all these years and you go and wake it up!”
“I’m so sorry,” Jax screamed back at him, “I didn’t 
know I had it in me!”
They scrambled on and out at last into the cool 
evening, the shocks from the mountain slowing 
subsiding.
The gem now gleamed faintly from the top of the 
mountain towering over them, and from it they heard 
a musical, metallic voice, grinding the very air with 
its power.
“AND SO IT BEGINS. LET THE SPIRITS OF LIGHT 
AND DARK RETURN NOW TO THIS PINNACLE, 
WHENCE ONCE THEY DID BATTLE BEFORE ME. 
THEN SHALL THEIR CHAMPIONS CONTEST 
THE FINAL WAR!”

UNEARTHED part II

RESURRECTION EVENT
Creatures can be raised from the dead to rejoin combat via 
Resurrection. This restores a creature to full Health from the 
discard pile, and the creature may act in the next combat round.

DISCARD PILE
Each player has their own discard pile. At no time are any 
cards from another player placed in an opponent’s hand or 
discard pile. If a card is acquired and cannot be immediately 
placed into the army, it is discarded.
 ◆ Fate Deck cards in a player’s hand (such as Add to  
  Hand Events) or in a player’s army (such as  
  Mercenaries) are placed in the Fate Deck discard  
  pile once used/slain.
 ◆ Any cards stolen from a player (for example by Steal  
  Enemy Item, Lycanthropy or Raise Dead) are placed  
  in the owning player’s discard pile once the card is  
  used/destroyed/slain.

COMBAT NOTES & HINTS
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INTERFERING IN COMBAT
Various Powers and Events may be used to interfere in a 
combat that a player is not directly involved in (a combat in 
which none of their combatants are involved).

Powers that adjust another player’s die rolls may be used in 
this fashion unless the card specifically says otherwise.

AUTOMATIC HIT AND CRITICAL 
HIT EVENTS
Neutral and Chaotic Warlords may use these Events against 
their own Unit or Hero, following an enemy attack. 
This is sometimes performed to prevent a Unit or Hero from 
subsequently being targeted by a creature that can raise them 
from the dead using Lycanthropy or Raise Dead.

SHIELD EVENT
This Event blocks all damage from the attack or set of attacks, 
including Paralyze, Poison and Turn to Stone.

Hint
Games are often won by choosing to intervene in an 
enemy’s combat at a crucial time.
For example, when your opponent has foolishly put (or 
been forced to place) their Warlord in combat with a 
Wandering Monster, the timely use of the Critical Hit, 
Automatic Hit or Double Damage Events can often crush 
your foe before you ever reach Final War!

BREAK ITEM EVENT
Break Item may be used on an Item equipped by a player’s 
own Warlord, or one of their own Heroes. 
This is sometimes performed to free up space for a different 
Item.

WANDERING HEALER
If the Wandering Healer is played at the End of Round, he 
voids poison before any Poison or Deadly Poison damage is 
applied.

Combatants with this Ability may still elect to make 
a Melee attack (for example, to inflict Lycanthropy). 
Also note that with regard to the Crossbow of Power, 
if the Hero or Warlord has more than one attack, two 
die are rolled separately for each attack in the first 
round of combat (they are not rolled as a group).

RANGED ATTACK
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END OF COMBAT
VICTORY
Combat ends when only one side remains.
At least one combatant must remain on the field of battle to 
claim victory.
If both sides in a combat eliminate each other at the same 
time, the result is a victory to neither party.

Getting poisoned and dying after seeing off the last of your 
enemies can be quite annoying, but it’s difficult to claim 
victory if you’re dead!

Warlord Slain
As soon as a player’s Warlord dies, any remaining forces 
that they have disband and they are out of the game. 
If this is a 2-player game, the opposing player is the 
winner.

STALEMATE
A fight sometimes takes place where the combatants struggle 
to slay each other, such as when two powerful Heroes that 
both have the Regenerate Ability face each other.
 ◆ Any combat in which 5 combat rounds pass without  
  a single creature being slain from either side results in  
  a stalemate.
 ◆ The combat ends and both sides retreat, with neither  
  side claiming a victory.
 ◆ If this was the Final War, then the Final War card is  
  replaced at the end of the Fate Deck.
 ◆ If this was the end of the Fate Deck, all cards are  
  discarded except for the player’s Warlords cards, then  
  fight to the death one-on-one with no army to support  
  them.

POST-COMBAT HEALING
Victorious combatants that have any remaining Healing or 
Dark Healing Tokens may use them at the end of combat, but 
only on themselves or other surviving combatants.
Any victorious Hero or Warlord that has an Item that allows 
for Healing in lieu of actions may use it at the completion of 
the combat.

BANDIT VICTORY
Victorious Bandits (and any reinforcements they received 
from the Bandit Pool) are healed to full and added to the 
Bandit Pool at the end of combat.

REMOVE CARDS & TOKENS
◆ Remove Action Markers and other markers or tokens that  
 were added during combat, except for permanent markers  
 such as Undead or Were.
◆ Poisoned markers are removed, remembering that the  
 creature takes 1 damage in the final combat round before  
 combat is considered complete.
◆ Surviving combatants remain on the Health they finished  
 the combat with, unless healed at the end of combat.

All “Play Before Combat" Power and Item cards only last one 
combat and are discarded at the end of combat.

◆ Victory in combat confers immediate benefits, in the form of  
 extra cards drawn from the winner’s Player Deck following  
 the fight.
◆ Defeating a Wandering Monster or Bandit awards 1 Player  
 Deck card for each Monster defeated (or more, as stated on  
 the more powerful Monster cards). Mercenaries count as  
 Bandits if they are in the Bandit Pool.
◆ Winning a Skirmish awards 2 Player Deck cards.
◆ Winning a Battle awards 3 Player Deck cards.

VICTORY CARDS
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SECTION VII: QUESTS & CAMPAIGNS

Quests and Campaigns use a larger Fate Deck and a different number of starting cards, but otherwise follow the same 
rules as the Quick Kill version of Final War. Campaigns are the longest and most strategic form of the game.

Form a Fate Deck composed of the 12 cards from the Quick 
Kill version, plus the 13 cards below. 

QUEST SETUP
(VARIATION FROM QUICK KILL)

CAMPAIGN
(VARIATION FROM QUICK KILL)

All 50 cards are used in the Fate Deck.

 1. Remove the Final War card and 1 Battle card, then  
  shuffle the Fate Deck and divide in half.
 2. Add the Final War and the Battle card to one half, and  
  then shuffle that pile until an “Add to Hand” card is on  
  top.
 3. Place the “Mid Deck” marker card on top of that pile.

Form the bottom half of the deck:

 4. Shuffle the other half of the deck until an “Add to  
  Hand” card is the topmost card.
 5. Place this pile on top of the bottom pile.

Form the rest of the deck and 
combine:

In a Campaign, the Final War therefore cannot be drawn 
until after passing the Mid Deck point of the Fate Deck.

The player drawing the Mid Deck card discards it and 
draws the next card (the “Add to Hand” atop the bottom 
half of the Fate Deck).

Enhance
Spell

Counter
Ability

Heal 
Monster

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt010A

• Void an Ability
 Void a use of an enemy Breath Weapon, Deadly  
 Poison, Enthral, Lycanthropy, Mastery, Mortal Terror,  
 Paralyze, Poison, Raise Dead, Steal Enemy Item
 or Turn to Stone ability. 
	   May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Counter Ability

Artist FionA DArwin  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty LtD  FAt018A

• Add 1 damage to a Spell
 Adds 1 point to the damage inflicted by a damaging  
 Spell. 
	  May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
EnhancE SpEll

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt030A

• Heal a Monster
 Play after attacks are made on a Wandering Monster
  (it must have at least 1 Health left. The creature may
  have Restricted Healing). The monster is restored to
 full Health. This Event can be used on a monster that  
 has joined a player’s army.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Heal Monster

Misdirection

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt035A

• Redirect a Bandit or Monster
 Redirect a Bandit or Wandering Monster (may also
 redirect the Bandit Pool), after combatants are
 declared. The drawer may redirect onto their own 
	 army,	or	onto	a	different	player,	or	onto	different
 enemy column(s), other than an enemy Warlord
 column.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Misdirection

Shield
Negate
Power

Wandering 
Healer

Artist rhodri MccorMAck © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt036A

• Void an enemy Power
 Void any Power card at the time that it is used by 
 an opponent.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Negate Power

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt042A

• Take no damage from an attack
 Play after a creature is hit with one set of Melee 
 or Ranged attacks (including Attack Twice or Attack  
 Thrice), a Breath Weapon or a damaging Spell. The 
 shielded creature takes no damage (does not shield
 any others struck by the attack). 
	  May play on a combat you are not involved in.

SPECIAL

EVENT
Shield

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt052A

• Heal your army or an allied army
 Play to negate Pestilence, or at the start or end of a  
 combat round. Paralyze, Poison and Deadly Poison
	 effects	are	voided	(before	damage	occurs	if	used	at		
 the End of Round) and the army is restored to full  
	 Health	(including	creatures	with	Restricted	Healing,		
 but excluding Conjured). 

SPECIAL

EVENT
Wandering Healer

Frenzied 
MagiPestilence

Theena the
Cunning

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  FAt037A

• 1-10 to save each follower!
 All Units and Heroes in the drawer’s army must
 roll or be struck down by disease. Any creature
 or character rolling an 11 or 12 is slain (Warlord
 and all Special Body Types are immune).

INSTANT

EVENT
Pestilence

Artist Louis Green  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty Ltd  FAt024A

chaoticbandit

• Spell: Death Bolts (1/combat)
 [Uncommon DMDM ]. Target an enemy to inflict 1 
 damage on the column (Conjured & Undead are  
 immune).    
• Dark Healing (1/combat)

DMMEVENEMC

7 3MERCENARY UNIT
Frenzied Magi

Artist FionA DArwin  © 2016 GAmes LAb pty LtD  FAt049A

neutralbandit

• First Strike                
• Steal Enemy Item (1/combat, 1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 to steal an Item on an enemy combatant, as  
 Theena’s only action that round. The Item may be  
 equipped or discarded. 
• +1 PR to Theena’s Unit 

7 3MERCENARY HERO
theena the Cunning

Fire
DragonRogues Battle

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt040A

chaoticbandit1VICTORY

• First Strike        
• Hit & Run (10+) 
• Steal Enemy Item (1/combat, 1-9) 
 Roll 1-9 to steal an Item on an enemy combatant.  
 If the Rogues have a Hero in their column, the Item
 is passed to the Hero (discard otherwise).       

7 3BANDIT UNIT
Rogues

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt021A

chaoticdragon3VICTORY

• Attack Last             
• Melee/Breath Weapon 
• Breath Weapon (Fire) Used in 1st & 3rd rounds
 (unless in army, then 1/combat). Roll, 1-6 = 2 
 Fire Damage to column, 7+ = 1 Fire Damage.  
• Immune to: Breath Weapons & Fire Damage                                                                                                                                 

DMMEVENEMC

9 5WANDERING MONSTER
Fire dragon

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt003A

3victory

• 2 columns vs 2 columns!
 Each player selects 2 columns in their army to do  
 battle. Players may include their Warlord column.
 The player that did not draw the Battle chooses
 1 column, then the drawer chooses a column.
 Repeat for the second column. 

INSTANT

COMBAT
BAttLE!

Remember that the Fate Deck Indicator field can assist 
when sorting the cards:

For a Quest, use cards that have 1 or 2 
segments shown in the field.

For a Campaign, use all cards (1, 2 or 3 
segments shown in the Fate Deck Indicator).FATE DECK INDICATOR

Campaigns use a “Mid Deck” card to divide the Fate Deck 
into two roughly equal parts: 

THE MID DECK CARD
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SECTION VIII: 3 & 4-PLAYER GAMES

3-PLAYER GAMES
All rules are the same as the 2-player version, except:
 ◆ Play proceeds in clockwise order.
 ◆ When a player draws a Skirmish or Battle card they  
  may elect to fight an opponent, or make the other 2  
  players fight.
 ◆ When the Final War is drawn, all players fight to the  
  death.
 ◆ As with 2-player combat, the player that wins Initiative  
  will go first in each phase of combat (First Strike,  
  Normal and Attack Last), with play then proceeding in  
  clockwise order for each phase distinctly.
 ◆ In the Campaign version of the game, one “Alliance”  
  and one “Break Alliance” card are added to the Fate  
  Deck (these are “Add to Hand” cards).

A formal Alliance is marked by an “Alliance” card, which stays 
on the board between 2 Allied players.
An Alliance card cannot be formed between Good and Chaotic 
Warlords.
Alliances function as follows:
 ◆ Allied players cannot be made to fight each other.
 ◆ The Alliance stays in place until broken by a “Break  
  Alliance” card, or until the Final War card is drawn.
 ◆ Allied players may use “Reinforcements” and similar  
  Powers to send assistance to their ally, if their ally is in  
  combat against a Bandit, Wandering Monster or  
  another player. 
  Reinforcing Units and/or Heroes remain in the allied  
  player’s army, but join the combat and function   
  accordingly.All rules are the same as the 3-player version, except:

 ◆ Players may optionally form teams before the start  
  of play, with teamed players in an unbreakable   
  alliance. The team that eliminates the other 2 players is  
  the winner. Teamed players must be positioned such 
  that they do not have consecutive turns.
 ◆ In the Campaign version of the game, one “Late  
  Alliance” and a second “Break Alliance” card are  
  added to the Fate Deck (these are “Add to Hand” cards).

4-PLAYER GAMES

Alliances

Formal Alliances are formed by playing the Alliance card, 
but there’s nothing to stop 2 players from cooperating 
informally!
Chaotic and Good Warlords are not permitted to formally 
ally, but can still work together during a game towards the 
mutual destruction of an enemy!

The Beast let out a rabid howl of frustration as he watched 
his army disintegrate under the unexpected onslaught.
Barely an hour had passed since he had unleashed his 
horde upon the combined forces of Elves, Men and 
Dwarves that dared to stand against him on the foothills 
of Mount Valom.
Harried and depleted after months of war, the decimation 
of these last defenders had begun as he had foreseen.
The Beast’s mocking laughter had risen above the din of 
battle at their hopeless defiance, for he knew that none 
could hope to stand against the terrible host that he had 
called into being.
Soon enough the Gem of Making, resting on the peak high 
above them, would at last be his.
But then the unthinkable had happened.
A flash of light had swept the field as a hundred portals 
opened as one… and the allied legions of Eranai and 
Darna had come forth.
His huge battalions had shuddered under their calamitous 
attack, and though both sides were taking terrible losses, 
The Beast could see that his cause was lost.

THE BATTLE part I
He turned as two flares of light on the mountaintop 
revealed that Eranai and Darna now stood before the 
Gem. With a roar of desperate defiance he soared into 
the air, his black, bat-like wings sending a tempest of evil 
wind before him.
He would risk all to seize the Gem. Eranai and Darna 
must die.
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SECTION IX: CREATING CUSTOM DECKS

Deck building uses the following rules: 
 ◆ Each Player Deck must always contain 50 cards.
 ◆ Player Decks may include race cards from the Warlord  
  only (except when Expansion Packs are available), and  
  any generic cards.
 ◆ No duplicate cards are allowed, except for Common  
  and Uncommon Units.

CREATING A CUSTOM DECK Once the Arcane and Carnage Expansions are released, 
you can build decks using some cards from Warlords of the 
same alignment.
For example, an Elf Warlord will be able to use up to Heroic 
Knight and Wizard cards, as these are all "Good" Warlords.

Legendary and Elder cards may only be used by the 
Warlord of the same race (for example, an Elder Elf card 
may only be included in an Elf Warlord’s deck).

BOOSTER PACKS!
Final War is a collectible card game that uses randomised 12-card Boosters to allow you to enhance your army. 
Boosters have cards from all races (with rarity ranging from Common to Elder), and generic Items, Powers and 
Spells (with rarity ranging from Common to Heroic).
There are over 300 unique cards available in the Onslaught Starter Set and Onslaught Boosters!

Eranai staggered as he parried The Beast’s claws, giving 
ground slowly, his spear and shield blurs of light. Darna 
stood near the Gem, watching the mighty demon and the 
golden-clad lord locked in battle, but for now at least she 
did not intervene.
Her alliance with Eranai had suited her, and she was 
confident that he would prevail against The Beast. She 
had seen him duel in the Elder Days against the very 
spawn of Culoth and though this creature was mighty, it 
was but a shadow of the evil in the Age from which they 
had come.
Yet Eranai still fell back further towards the edge of the 
cliff top, The Beast hammering his shield to pieces with a 
flurry of terrible blows.
Darna frowned as Eranai skidded to a halt just inches 
from the edge, his enemy bellowing as he glimpsed victory. 
But Eranai smiled.
He spoke an incantation of immense power that brought 
The Beast to a standstill, and then with one swift stroke 
of his spear, Eranai sent one of the creature’s four arms 
spinning from its body and over the precipice.
The Beast reeled, black ichor spurting from its severed 
limb.
Eranai advanced with a series of lunges that should have 
ended the contest… but fate dictated otherwise.
Darna screamed as she watched The Beast let Eranai’s 
spear pierce its side, only to trap it with two of its huge 
arms, and strike the lord of light down with the last of its 
talons.
The Beast wrested Eranai bodily into the air, howling in 

THE BATTLE part II
victory, but one that would be short-lived.
A massive beam of energy struck the demon, sending the 
dying Eranai tumbling from its grasp. 
The Beast was transfixed, watching helpless as Darna, one 
hand on the Gem of Making and the other outstretched, 
became a conduit for the orb’s awesome power. 
With a thunderous detonation The Beast was torn apart, 
its essence shattering into a dark cloud that screamed once 
more and then vanished.
But it did not end alone. 
Darna stumbled to the fallen Eranai, kneeling to cradle 
the mighty lord even as her spirit began to depart, her 
body spent by the power she had called upon.
As their bodies turned slowly to stone, the mountain 
rumbled, the Gem grinding it apart as it sunk into its 
depths.
“Rest now, my love,” Darna whispered, “for us, the war is 
over.”
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ARCANE EXPANSION PACK
COMING 2017!

CARNAGE EXPANSION PACK
COMING 2017!

HAVOC EXPANSION PACK
COMING 2018!

Wizard Warlord Witch Warlord Necromancer Warlord

Knight Warlord Dwarf Warlord Orc Warlord

Monk Warlord Shogun Warlord Dragonlord Warlord
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QUICK PLAY GUIDE
SETUP

1) Select Warlords and place them on the game boards.
2) Shuffle and place the Player Decks.
3) Form the Fate Deck (12, 25 or 50+ cards).
4) Shuffle and place the Fate Deck (with an “Add to Hand” at  
 top).
5) Draw your starting cards (8, 6 or 4 cards).
6) Place Hero, Unit, Item and Fortification cards (optional).
7) Place Health Tokens.
8) Roll for Initiative and start the game!

TURN SEQUENCE
1) Play Items, Powers or Spells that have “Start of Turn”  
 timing (optional), before or after Player Deck draw.
2) Draw a card from your Player Deck.
3) Place Hero, Unit, Item and Fortification cards (optional).
4) Draw a Fate Deck card.
5) Resolve “Instant” Fate Deck card, if applicable.
6) Play Items, Powers or Spells that have “End of Turn”  
 timing (optional).
7) End of Turn (proceed to next player, clockwise order for 3  
 or 4-player games).

PRE-COMBAT
Bandit, Wandering Monster, Skirmish, Battle or Final War:
1) Declare combatants (not required in Final War).
2) Option for the Elf Warlord to void any Skirmish or Battle,  
 once per game.
3) Reveal all hidden cards (cards that are face down in the  
 army).
4) Roll Initiative (this will determine the player that acts  
 first in each phase of combat for the entire duration of  
 combat).
5) Use Events, Items, Powers and Spells that have “Play  
 Before Combat” timing (optional).
 ➢ These cards are played one at a time, in alternating  
  turns with other players.
6) Place Action Markers, Healing/Dark Healing Tokens and  
 Item Charge Tokens.

COMBAT ROUND SEQUENCE
1) Play Events, Items, Powers or Spells that have “Start of  
 Round” timing (optional).
2) First Strike phase (all First Strike combatants, in   
 alternating turns, where possible).
3) Normal phase (all combatants other than those with First  
 Strike or Attack Last, in alternating turns, where possible).
4) Attack Last phase (all combatants that have the Attack  
 Last weakness, in alternating turns, where possible).
5) Play Events, Items, Powers or Spells that have “End of  
 Round” timing (optional).
6) Repeat steps 1-5, above, until only one side has remaining  
 combatants.

END OF COMBAT
1) At least one surviving combatant must remain in order to  
 claim victory.
 ◆ If both sides in a combat eliminate each other at the  
  same time, the result is a victory to neither party.
 ◆ If the Elf Warlord voids a combat, it does not count as  
  a victory to either party.
 ◆ If the Guildmaster uses Mastery to take over all  
  Bandits facing him, it is not a combat victory. 
2) Claim Victory Cards.
 ◆ 1 card from the Player Deck per enemy defeated, if  
  facing Bandits or a Wandering Monster.
 ◆ Extra cards as indicated if defeating a powerful  
  Wandering Monster.
 ◆ 2 cards if winning a Skirmish, 3 cards if winning a  
  Battle.

3) Post-Combat Healing.
 ◆ Victorious combatants that have any remaining  
  Healing or Dark Healing tokens (including on Items)  
  may use them at the end of combat, but only on  
  themselves or other surviving combatants.
4) Bandit Victory.
 ◆ Victorious Bandits (and any reinforcements they  
  received from the Bandit Pool) are healed to full and  
  added to the Bandit Pool at the end of combat. 
5) Best of 3 Games.
 ◆ If playing a best of 3 Quick Kill or Quest, return Fate  
  Deck cards and discard all other cards from hands and  
  the game boards.
 ◆ Place Warlords, shuffle and place the Fate Deck, draw  
  new starting cards and start the next round!
6) If you've just won the Final War, glory in the destruction  
 of your enemies!


